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 PHAT PANDA 
“Most soluble salt formalization 
 we have used to date.
 Getting every bit out of it.”

“Cleanest running salts we 
 have used. Drip emitters and stock tanks 
  remain very clean and we are spending less labor 
  maintaining irrigation systems and tanks.” 

“pH is very stable. We don’t see much 
  change over a 24-hour period.” 

“Finished flower appears to have more 
 trichomes.”

“FloraPro is very cost effective.”

“FloraPro works well with other 
  additives, whether it be GH products or others.”

“All 114 production genetics 
  responded well to FloraPro 
   and overall lushness of crops improved slightly.”

 — Mojave Morelli, Director of Cultivation: 
     Indoor Cultivation, Phat Panda

EXPERION 
“Great cost-effective nutrient that works very well in conjunction with 

all of our additives; we have been able to cut nutrient 
 costs while seeing excellent plant 
 growth and overall health.”

“We have noticed our pH has been consistently 
 very stable.”

“We have seen high yields between a variety 
 of different strains while running the FloraPro nutrient line

and maintained excellent trichome development.”

“Saw excellent yields when using FloraPro 
for all of our cultivars while still achieving a very high level of potency.” 

 — Liam Mckenzie, Master Grower at Experion Biotechnologies Inc. (Received free product)

OPTIMIZED RATIOS
TECHNICAL-GRADE NUTRIENTS 

BIG RESULTS

The latest innovation from the OGs of hydroponics 
makes it easy to mix thousands of gallons of lab-tested 
nutrition to feed as many plants as you can grow 
with each 25 lb bag. 

We spoke with some of the industry’s top growers 
using FloraPro in their facilities and loved hearing 
about their experience. See what they had to say 
about General Hydroponics FloraPro. 

WHY GROWERS
LOVE FLORAPRO
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CYPRESS GROUP 
“We switched over to the FloraPro series about six months ago and 

 couldn’t be happier with the results.”

“We are spending less money on 
 nutrients than ever before, while maintaining 
 our standards for quality and quantity.”

“FloraPro dissolves easily in our reservoir for 
 an even and homogenous feed concentration.”

“FloraPro is a complete line that has everything that  
 the plants need to thrive!”

 — Alicia Jones, Cultivation Manager, Cypress Group Indoor Cultivation Licensed Producer

STRONG VERTICAL  
GARDENS 
“Thank you GH for creating the FloraPro line,

 We use the Pro Series on our hydroponic indoor microgreens. We use burlap for the grow media 

 and it can be a challenge. But the blend that was created for indoor hydroponics helps 
 bring out the colors and the flavor in our plants.

 Our chefs and retail customers are very pleased with the products they receive. 

 The Pro Series has helped us to save on 
 shipping and cost per gallon in the stock tank. It is so easy to 

 use and the technical support we have received 
 has been outstanding. 
 
 — Debbie Strong, Owner and Head Grower at Strong Vertical Gardens

HAYFORK
CANNABIS CO.
“We were first introduced to FloraPro Spring of 2019. When we heard 

 about the new product we were immediately 
 intrigued by the price and the stated 
 results. So we decided to go to the headquarters and see for 
 ourselves what the experts had to say. 

 After a thorough presentation from 2 or 3 scientists that helped 
 develop the game changing formula we were all in. Low price is 
 great and all but can we get the results we’re looking for? That 
 turned out to be a big yes! 

 After our first year we’re committed 
 to FloraPro for 2020 and beyond.”
 — Zac Scott and Dana Hauser, head growers/owners, Hayfork Cannabis Co.
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Photo provided by Hayfork Cannabis Co
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“I’ve been using GH FloraPro for a little over 5 months now and I have to say

I can’t be more pleased.”

“From my observation there are basically no fluctuations 
 as far as the pH is concerned.”

“With only three parts, FloraPro is very easy to use 
 and works great with other additives.”

“FloraPro is very cost effective and keeps plants healthy 
 during all stages of life.”

“I use a Dosatron setup with concentrated stock tanks and there is 
 no solidification or microbial growth 

 while sitting in a 80-85 degree warehouse.”

“Out of every nutrient line I have 
run in my career, FloraPro is by 
far the cleanest. I used to have 
to clean multiple filters and flush 
irrigation lines at least once a week 
with other nutrient lines.

With FloraPro, I 
 only clean filters 
 and flush lines 
 once a month now. 

Even when I clean once a month 
there is no buildup at all, so I don’t 
have to change emitters as often.”

— Aaron Mogerman, Head Grower at 
 Klone Colorado, Indoor Cultivation

KLONE COLORADO 

Manufactured for Hawthorne Hydroponics LLC, a subsidiary of 
The Hawthorne Gardening Company, 3204 NW 38th Circle, Vancouver, WA 98660 
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Results not typical and reflect only each individual’s experience utilizing the product. Results will vary, dependent upon usage case and environmental 
conditions. Testimonial reflects this individual’s experience utilizing the product.
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